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Donated May/June 1991

In order to improve access to more of the existing holdings of Western Archives copies of a number of preliminary finding aids are being made available. These preliminary finding aids, some of which were prepared many years ago, vary in degrees of completeness, detail and accuracy. Some provide only basic box listings of the contents of a fonds or a collection, while others provide additional background material. All are intended to be the starting point for access to the records and they should not be considered a definitive source of information on the full nature and contents of the fonds or collection. Questions about the information provided in the preliminary finding aids should be directed to archives.services@uwo.ca


Papers, re: historical and natural history, travel, etc. in Southwestern Ontario, Middlesex County and London, ca. 1940-1991; also includes papers of Medway Valley News (periodical) published by Winder.

Collection comprises 15 cubic foot boxes and 1 oversize flat box (Restricted until sorted):


B471-473, 475-480: Misc. papers re: history, natural history, travel, etc.

B474: Photos and slides

B481-482:

X1803: Misc. papers
R1  – Administration
R2  – Arts and Crafts
R3  – Business Meeting Notes
R4  – Canadian Culture Clippings
R5  – Communications [Understanding People]
R6  – Community Organization and Development
R7  – Community Recreation [Field Orientation]
R8  – Drama
R9  – Facility Design and Development
R10 – Facility Operation and Maintenance
R11 – Finance
R12 – Grants
R13 – Group Work and Leadership
R14 – Heritage Recreations
R15 – Information Education; Recreation, Learning and Motivation
R16 – Institutional Recreation (Special Groups and Populations)
R17 – Management
R18 – Music
R19 – Natural Resources Management and Planning
R20 – Natural Resources Information
R21 – Outdoor Recreation
R22 – Personal and Professional Growth and Development
R23 – Philosophy and Leisure
R24 – Personnel (Administration)
R25 – Physical Recreation – Aquatics
R26 – Political Systems: Government, Political Action
R27 – Programs: Structure, Content, Operation
R28 – Public Relations
R29 – Purchasing (Finance)
R30 – Social Recreation
R31 – Research Committee
R32 – Tutorial Notes
February 3, 1993

Box 1 contains 105 files in original order as found.

ORIGINAL B468 ORDER BOX LIST

1. File Medway Morning, consisting of correspondence, agenda, and an original article "Medway Morning."

2. Natural Heritage Day Sept 9/84. A3-1002, consisting of promotional material and minutes of The Natural Heritage Day Committee.


4. Slide Talks A2-1025, consisting of handwritten monograph or dissertation entitled "Glimpses of the Medway Creek" to accompany a slide presentation (5 pages).

5. Slide Talks--Up the Medway, 1986, consisting of handwritten monograph on "Our Community On Heritage." (with definition)

6. Valley hands Speech for City Council, Oct., 1983. A3-1001; handwritten monograph; 6 pages; "Environmental Impact Recreation/Heritage Resource use--Outdoor Education. Includes also some rough notes in pencil and a letter to Travel Editor from Stevenson Winder recording a heritage Newsletter--The Medway Valley News.

MEMBERSHIPS

7. Renewal notices--consisting of form letters.

8. New Residents Info Sheet, consisting of a handwritten letter to welcome "New Residents of the Medway Watershed."


10. New Members Welcome Letter, consisting of xerox copies of the above.


12. Reader Surveys, consisting of a handwritten questionnaire.

13. Subscriptions, consisting of "Post notes", letters and business cards; also statements and cheque stubs for subscriptions paid for "The Medway Valley News."
14. Membership lists with phone numbers, consisting of a list of complimentary MVN’s.


16. (Steven's) Winder Wonderings Info. A2-1000. Two drawings of Moores Tub Mill (1720) and Chalfont Forge.

PROJECT PROGRAMS

17. Winter Activities-B27, consisting of book list on cross country skiing and an article in "Chief Jackrabbit--Herman Smith-Johannsen.


26. Meday Valley News Activity Confirmation Form.

27. Perspectives in Heritage. Handwritten notes on the above subject.

28. MVN Project and Ideas. File consists of handwritten notes and things to do today.

PUBLICATIONS

29. Past articles--MVN.

30. Articles Published in MVN. Includes handwritten notes as well as typed poems and a letter written by Miss Jean Livens.

31. For Writing Purposes etc. A4-1002. File contains a copy of the Medway News #82.
PROOFS

32. Discover East Middlesex Roads to Roam. An original proof and a copy of "Discover East Middlesex Roads to Roam."


34. Letterhead MVN--proof.

35. Every Plant has a Place Here. Two proofs of a poster and pamphlet.


37. Subscription Form Proof 88. Consists of a Discover and Explore, From Little Old ladies in worn out sneakers to Middlesex corporate leaders and Heritage Day Special proofs.


39. Sunday Afternoon what can we do? proofs.

40. Discover The Valley of the Lynn proof.


43. Closed. Contains two proofs of posters.

44. Summer Adventure. Proof of a children's program--The Dead Horse Canyon Summer Adventure.

45. Publication List MVN--15 years of the MVN contains index to the MVN 1973-88 proof.

46. Heritage Whiz Quiz--proof.

47. Tour Poster Proofs.


49. Proofs of letters of the Medway Trail Committee.

50. Thank you for subscribing ... proof.

51. Subscription Form Proof '86.

52. Activity Confirmation Form.

53. Survey Forms.
80. Newsletter: '81 proof. Consists of 8 pages of proof 81?
81. Newsletter: '82 proof.
82. Newsletters: 83a proof.
83. Newsletter: 83b proof.
84. Newsletter: 84a proof. (incomplete)
85. Newsletter: 85a proof.
86. Newsletter: 85b proof.
87. Xmas letter: 85-86 proof.
88. Newsletter: 86b proof.
89. Newsletter: 86b proof.
90. Newsletter: 87a proof.
91. Newsletter: 87b proof.
92. Awareness talk
   .handwritten notes
   .reprint "Leopold's land aesthetic by J.B. Callicott
   .basket exercise
   .definitions
   .typed resource list
93. MVN--logo/ow1
94. Newsletter: 88a proof.
95. Medway Valley News, fall '88--winter '89 proof, includes 1 photograph
96. Hoot Owl Herald '89 proof.
97. Newsletter: 89a proof. Includes 1 photograph
98. Medway Valley News--89b proof, includes 1 photograph.
99. Medway Valley News--90a proof, includes several photographs.
100. Enviroscope: 89b proof.
101. Maps, reprints of various maps of London and environs.

102. COEO Committee (A8)  
council of Outdoor Educators of Ontario Conference in `84  
in Sudbury, Ontario

103. Phelps and Other Publications (A7)  
list of books available from Phelps Publishing Co.  
newspaper clippings and reprints of various articles

104. Inter-Editor Memo Medway Valley News

105. Medway Valley News--stamp.

106. Miscellaneous:  
3 cards (3''x5'') with what appears to be file headings?
John Steven son Windcr Papers

Box 2

Box List A1 MVN

Administration

1. MVN blank letterhead paper.

2. File contains Medway Heritage Awards Presentation Agenda--1990--proof and 1 copy original

3. Medway Trail Committee--correspondence

   .handwritten notes and transcribed minutes .correspondence

   .correspondence

6. National Library Administration
   .information on Book Deposit Regulation 1969 .ISSN

MVN Correspondence A1-1001

7. Stone Bridge Farms Medway Conservancy

8. Correspondence MVN. A1-1001
   .in and out

Correspondence C

9. Environmental Concerns B4
   .article on Leopold by Durwald L. Allen
   .pamphlets and reprints

10. CAME Evaluation Notes
    .handwritten manuscript notes


12. Medway Preservation Philosophy. A2-1005

13. Parkland Policy and Survey for Lower Medway--proofs. A2-1005
FINANCES

14. Finances--Postage
   .Canada Post receipts
15. Finances--printing costs bills
16. Finances--stationery, layout, supplies, etc.
17. Finances--subscription sales and ad sales
18. Finances--print productions
19. Ontario Heritage Foundation

MVN STATS

20. Visitor Stats: Visitor services

RESEARCH

21. Black Friars Bridge
   .historical perspective
   .correspondence
22. Acid Rain
   .pamphlets
   .newspaper clippings
   .handwritten notes
23. Environmental Concerns--Lower Medway Valley vs. TV London
   .correspondence
   .presentation to the City of London
24. Archeology
   .handwritten notes
   .list of reports in London newspapers on the Lawson
   prehistoric village--prepared by W.W. Judd
   .pamphlet
25. Dead Horse Canyon--Sewage Pipeline `87
   .letters to Mr. Stinson Oct 87
   .letters to Martha Blackburn, John Irvine
26. Medway Valley News Advisory Committee
   .Our Natural Inheritance. A1-1003
   .maps
27. Historic Architecture--Contemporary Architecture. A2-1024
   .drawings
   .Dictionary of Architectural Terms
.cloth crest: "Friends of the Medway"

42. Hoot Owl Herald. A2-1012
   .notes and drawings for articles to the above children’s
   supplement of Medway Valley News
   .Circle R Ranch School Programme description
   .winter wordsearch
   .Adventure North Brochure

43. Medway Industries and Milk. A2-1011
   .history of Medway Creamery
   .Medway Mill Mystery--handwritten
   .brochure on Blanshard and Missouri Cheese & Butter Company
   Limited

44. Medway Heritage Award
   .letter to the recipient of the Medway Heritage Award, 1988
   (no name)

45. Middlesex History--to do lists
   .xerox copies of two photographs of Springfield, Ont.

46. Medway Masquerade
   .Medway Heritage Mystery by J.S.W. ’82

47. Volunteer Lab--MVN ideas
   .article called Geology of London, Ontario
   .handwritten notes--Discover Old St. Johns
   .maps
   .proposal for a self-guided Nature Trail
   .list of Heritage WHo’s Whom in London area
   .drawings

48. Oral History
   .agreement form between interviewee and UWO

49. Pines Quarterly and Ausable Quarterly
   .subscriber form

50. Spring Nature Hike Posters
   .various posters
   .issue of the Palisade Post--vol. 8, no. 2

51. Medway Trail Committee
   .form letter

52. (Miss) Research Topics--articles
   .reprints of articles
   .newspaper clippings
   .Greenpeace Foundation Capsule History
   .Huron County pamphlets
   .Benmiller Inn
   .correspondence

53. Lawson Park--Windermere. A2-1003
   .copies of various articles on Lawson Park
   .some provisions of the will of Elsie P. Williams
54. Sand Dunes
  Long Point Provincial Park Dune Rehabilitation
  recommendations
  copy taken from Engineers Shore Protection Manual Vol. II
  on Sand Dunes
  form letter from Hans Jonckheere

55. Tombstone Hike. A2-1002
  brochure "Historic Petroglyph--Tombstone Study"

56. Wetlands. A2-1001
  handwritten notes, lists of speakers and moderators
  field trips, form letters, newspaper articles
  Wetland data record sheets, Ministry of Natural Resources
  discussion paper--"Towards a Wetland Policy for Ontario,
  Sept. 1981"
  various brochures

57. Wild Leaks. A2-1014
  article called Wild Leaks: Royal Treat includes a recipe

58. The Wyton Settlement. A2-1022
  handwritten and typed drafts of the article "The Scatcherds
  of Wyton" by Doris Shawhorn

MARKETING

59. Typewriter fund request
  various form letters to Medway Valley News patrons

60. Posters
  various posters
  form letter

61. Media Promotions
  newspaper clippings

62. MVN--Other Media Promotions. A3-1005
  newspaper ad clippings
Box 3; Box 470

1. Newspaper articles
   . birds
   . deer call at the Pinery Provincial Park

2. Maps

3. Consultants’ reports and studies
   . bikeway system--Toronto
   . Orchard Park through the Ages (x2)
   . significant natural areas of Middlesex County
   . water use in the Great Lakes Quality Control, Conservation
     and Allocation--the Future Wave
   . preliminary life science inventory of the parts of the
     Medway Creek Valley and Snake Creek Valley known as Dead
     Horse Canyon and Fox Hollow
   . preliminary life science inventory of the Medway Valley
     between London and Arva, Ontario
   . Old Fort William at a glance
   . the Voyageurs and their songs

4. Ontario Camp Leadership Centre--40th Anniversary Reunion

5. Baffin Visitors Guide

6. Baffin Island

7. Grey-Bruce Visitors Guide

8. Ontario government publications

9. Brochures and pamphlets (x2)

10. Layout sheets

11. Correspondence

12. Trip notes and things to do

13. Reprints

14. Stratford District Newsletter

15. Invoices and cheque
1. File contains original article by Peter Lewington to MVN "I am part of the Problem .... I'd like to be part of the solution."
   -photographic print "Lake Huron Water Supply System"
   -letter from the Minister of Environment

2. Ideas for MVN articles:
   -things to do
   -original poem "Granny Grand"
   -biography of Abraham Bean--"Uncle Sam"
   -newspaper clippings, maps, pamphlets, lists of things to do, etc.

3. Medway Valley Report--"The Hoot" 1977
   -tour of the West Missouri Township--May 8, 1976
   -resource list for recreation and leadership programs
     (a) Man and Urban Environment
     (b) Man and Nature
     (c) Heritage education
     (d) DM Death and Dying
     (e) Helping Your Child Understand Death

   -original article by Alice Gibb for history column on Hellmuth Ladies College
   -original poems
   -layout for Enviroscope--masthead
   -proof for Medwa Heritage award
   -garlic soup recipe
   -chicken stock recipe

4. Medway Valley Master Plan
   -contains discussion paper 1989

5. MVN--Elevator Research notes
   -handwritten notes and reprint

6. Welsh settlement. A2-1007
   -notes as correspondence re: Welsh settlement
   -original paper "The Rise and Decline of Siddallsville
     Carlisle by Stevenson Winder

7. Cloud Watch brochure

8. Historic Hespeler: A Walking Tour
9. Proof for "Discover Heritage on the Proof Line Road" 
   .follow the Donnelly Coach--London to Lucan

10. MVN News 
    .handwritten notes for the Hoot Owl Herald 
    .MVN 
    .Enviroscope

11. Missouri Taxation 
    .draft of an article titled "First Attempt at Taxation"

    .copye of a report prepared for London Planning Committee

13. Nature-Awe 
    .notes and article on nature

14. A Barnraiser Without Whiskey 
    .handwritten article by Doris Strawhorn

15. Handwritten notes on towns located north of London with 
    short historical comments.

16. Where is Away 
    .proofs for Thomas Berry’s Bioregionalism and the Medway Valley

17. Medway Heritage Awards Presentation Programme, 1990

18. Stonewall Riots--Stonewall Award 
    .proofs for Stonewall Humanitarian Award 
    .It’s a Yule Fest!

19. Subscribers List--MVN

20. OMA 
    .correspondence and Canadian Museum of Nature publications 
    and pamphlets 
    .newspaper clippings

21. Circle R programs 
    .draft of a letter, plans for room design for childrens’ programs
22. DHC Development schemes
   correspondence, DelCan Environmental Assessments for Municipal Sewage Project, newspaper clippings, maps, projected costs
   South Medway Heritage Committee Report

23. Info Sheet S.M.H.C.
   handwritten notes and minutes of the 2nd meeting of South Medway Heritage Committee 1986

24. Miss. work and papers--handwritten ideas
   notes, clippings, reprints

25. Job Posters--portfolio M.I.A.
   Ga'ne'gus Festival
   Shaman's Senses
   Preschool tours

26. Interpretation
   questionnaire
   Rock Art Tour

27. Docent Self Education
   reprint from The Beaver, summer 1956

28. Heritage Liaison Projects
   correspondence, editorial
   7th Report of the Local Architectural Conservation Advisory Committee

29. Native Plans Exhibit
   correspondence, list of Native herbs used by tribes in the Great Lakes region

30. Newspaper articles--nature
    clippings

31. Music
    Viola Sonata--Benedetto Marcello
JOHN STEVENSON WINDER PAPERS

Box 5=472; Hist. Misc.

1. Maps
2. Pamphlets--recreation
3. Pamphlets--military forts
4. Pamphlets--art, music, religion
5. Pamphlets--London
6. Pamphlets--AIDS
7. Bike ways/pedestrian bridges. MVHF
8. Correspondence--PUC--sanitary sewer
9. Correspondence--personal
10. Sensory awareness
11. Duplicates; MVN, The Hoot, Enviroscope
13. Winder photos
14. Collection Roll for the Township of Nissouri, 1831 .xerox copy
15. Ontario Leaf Album by F.A. Urquhart .how to collect tree leaves
16. Box of Index cards--tentative records arrangement?
BOX 6-B473. Nat. Hist., etc.

1. Natural Heritage and Parks
   .brochures, pamphlets, maps

2. Cultural Heritage: Ontario
   .pamphlets

3. Cultural Heritage: London, Ontario
   .pamphlets

4. Bed and breakfast
   .pamphlets

5. City Maps and Guides

6. Commercial Recreation

ASSOCIATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

7. Travel associations
   .brochures, newspaper articles

8. Other (Misc.)
   .pamphlets on health, welfare, self defence, etc.

9. Highway Guides to Sites
   .pamphlets, driving tours

10. Maps

11. Interpretation and education and politics
    .pamphlets, reprints, brochures

12. Arts in Life of Man
    .programs, pamphlets

13. Religion and religious sites
    .postcards of Palmyra, N.Y., prophet Joseph Smith and the
    establishment of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
    .pamphlets, gatherings
John Stevenson Winder Papers

Box 7=B474 Photos

Contents:

1. Caroussel slide tray with 28 slides
   .slides of Agawa, Soc, Thunder Bay, Dead Horse Canyon,
   sensory awareness, some not identified
   .handwritten and typed notes for talks

2. Negatives
   .colour, unidentified

3. Prints
   .black and white--unidentified

4. Prints
   .colour, unidentified

5. Prints--colour
   .from Abraham Erb 1772-1830 home

6. Print and negatives
   .black and white--Norwich County Settlement

7. Prints
   .black and white--unidentified

8. Prints and negatives
   .colour, unidentified

9. Other than in Medway Built Heritage
   .colour and black and white prints; some identified

10. Prints
    .black and white prints of old building facades

11. Prints--unidentified

12. Prints--identified
    .black and white, Lower Medway Sewage Pipeline drafts

13. Prints--Lieury?
    .black and white

14. Prints--Pinery
    .colour enlargements--grasses

15. Prints--Medway Valley
    .black and white, 3 ladies--unidentified

16. Prints--unidentified
    .coloured
17. Prints--unidentified
   coloured--small Ontario townscapes

18. Prints--unidentified
   colour--people

19. Post cards

20. Handwritten notes--Nairn Creek and Sidville
JOHN STEVENSON WINDER PAPERS

Box 8=E475. Books


3. Judd, William W. Bibliography of the Natural History of Middlesex County, Ontario of the Year 1850 with an Historical Introduction


12. Miller, Orlo. This Was London, the First Two Centuries. 1988.


15. Enosse, Susan. Why the Beaver Has a Broad Tail, c 1974. (Includes Ojibwe translation)


JOHN STEVENSON WINDSOR PAPERS

Box 9=B476

1. Notes: Southwestern Ontario Pioneer History
   .handwritten notes on Siddall and other area pioneers
   .form letter
   .general notes on backs of envelopes and scraps of papers

   .reprints and newspaper clippings, bird check list

3. Kettle Creek Conservation Authority
   .song sheets, prayer

4. Reprints--Archives of Ontario
   .assessment rolls, maps and reprints of articles pertaining to mills in Middlesex County

5. Middlesex County--history
   .references on index cards
   .handwritten notes

6. Seminar: Museum registration and records
   .notes, handouts, York University, 1974

7. History: Fort William
   .handwritten notes, draft copy: "Historic Account of Fort William", reprints, research proposal, inventory, report, correspondence

8. Binder-black
   .correspondence relating to Medway Sewage pipeline

9. Religion--Quakers, etc.
   .brochures, pamphlets, newspaper clippings

10. Waldorf Education
    .pamphlets on teacher training and London Waldorf School

    .Nature Magazine 1941
    .reprint--Seneca Point--Then & Now--Daily Messenger, July 1973
JOHN STEVENSON WINDER PAPERS

Box 10=B477

1. Writings
   .poems, essay, stories handwritten and typed

2. Writings 1982
   .plays, ideas, examples

3. "Quaker News". B11
   .reprints of articles on religious philosophy and ethics

4. Stories: original writings
   .handwritten--English fantasy--school assignment plot for
   Phantasy--Ellen Wood

5. Institute for Earth Education
   .issues of "Talking Leaves"

6. Sensory Awareness
   .handwritten notes, reprints, exercises

7. Resumes
   .typed and duplicated

8. Car--Nissan Sentra
   .insurance, maintenance

9. Miscellaneous
   .various notes, children’s handmade cards, pamphlets and the
   Rob Bateman Naturalists Diary 1984
   .Heritage Research--Ecology and conservation

10. David Suzuki
    .handwritten notes dated Feb 29/7 at Althouse College and
    given by David Suzuki
    .Historical Society, London and Thames Valley Trail
    Association

11. Camping and Travel. B12
    .some notes, postcard, mini map of London

12. Historical Conservation. B15
    .brochures, pamphlets, notes, reprints

13. Trail--hiking
    .brochures on various Ontario Provincial Parks

14. Backpacking stuff
    .checklists of clothes, food; information on Ontario Hiking
    Conference 1989 at U.W.O.
15. The Visual Landscape
   handwritten notes on "appreciation for our surrounding--the visual landscape."

16. Wildflowers
   information and (botanical) scientific names of various flowers found in Dead Horse Canyon

17. Waste Management
   articles from the Christian Science Monitor, March 21-27, 1988, reprints in "Sludge"

18. Medway Valley News
   correspondence, articles, business cards, subscriptions, including an uncashed cheque from Stratford and District Historical Society, dated March 6, 1991
1. Spiral notebook
   .notes taken in tracing the beginnings of Carlisle--
      Siddalsville
   .presented to Stevenson Winder, Oct 7, 1963
3. Correspondence
   .copies of two letters
4. Diary
   .blue hardcover notebook--"Diary 1973"
5. Thoughts
   .blue hardcover bound notebook
   .notes on loose pieces of scrap paper of various sizes
6. Notebook
   .blank hardcover bound notebook entitled: Biology Earth
      Science Museum Workbook. Stevenson Winder--Museum
      Exhibiter
7. Notebook
   ."Thought and Self Concept"--1974-75
   .hardcover bound handwritten notebook
1. Medway Valley News
   .three ring looseleaf binder housing issues of MVN and The Hoot

2. Forms--Barns Documentation
   .tri-county barn documentation, encompassing Huron, Middlesex and Elgin Counties
   .Subscriber to the Medway Valley News form

3. Tours
   .a handwritten itinerary

4. Scrapbook
   .copies of correspondence, newspaper clippings, news releases pertaining to preservation of the Medway Creek Valley

5. Minutes
   .South Medway Heritage Committee, Feb 10/87, handwritten original
   .Agenda--copy--Environment and Transportation Committee, Jan 6, 1987 held at [London] City Hall
   .a guide to London's Natural Heritage

6. Medway Valley News
   .promotional material, subscriber correspondence

7. The Hoot
   .duplicates, winter 1977

8. Conservation Preservation
   .correspondence--Upper Thames River Conservation Authority
   .symposium on Tree Preservation--PUC
   .The Environmentally Responsible City
   .Rock Glen Conservation pamphlet

9. Photographs: Medway
   .2 black and white prints

10. Naturalization--Nature in the City
    .handwritten notes on birds, Treetops--a lobby group; handwritten draft of a letter to Mr. Huard

11. Pamphlets: Brochures: London Area
    .written and published by M.V.N.

12. Pamphlets: Brochures: Ontario, Canada
    .area beyond London newsletters, newspaper articles, trips

13. Miscellaneous
    .odds and ends
Box 13=B480

Box Labelled: Duplicate Newsletters including Hoot.

1. Medway Valley News - winter 1979-90
2. Medway Valley News - Anniversary, June 1975-80
3. Medway Valley News - 1982
4. Medway Valley News - 1982 b
5. Medway Valley News - 1983 a
6. Medway Valley News - 1983 b
7. Medway Valley News - 1984 a
8. Medway Valley News - 1985 a
9. Medway Valley News - 1985 b
10. Medway Valley News - 1985 Christmas
11. Medway Valley News - 1986 a
12. Medway Valley News - 1986 b
13. Medway Valley News - 1987 a
14. Medway Valley News - 1987 b
15. Medway Valley News - 1988 a
16. Medway Valley News - 1989 March
17. Medway Valley News - 1989 F/W
18. Medway Valley News - 1989 a
19. Medway Valley News - 1989 b
20. Medway Valley News - 1990 a
21. Enviroscope - 1988 fall
22. Enviroscope - 1990
23. Enviroscope - news update
24. Pamphlets
25. Articles (single)


27. Promotions
Box 14=B481

1. Subscribers file
   wooden box with 3''x5'' file card containing address &
   telephone numbers
   three stamps

2. Draft copy of MVN--final edition


4. MVN subscribers list

5. Photographic print: black and white
   Deserted House Lambton County
   Photographer S. Harding

6. Correspondence--MVN final edition

7. Subscriptions--MVN

8. Spiral notebook: "Guide Evaluation"
   handwritten notes

9. MVN final edition (x2)
   including periodical content index 1973-1990
   and The Hoot

10. File finder--draft
    handwritten notes

11. Miscellaneous
    odds and ends

BLUE HOLLINGER BOX (no number)

12. Record of finance
    blue handbound ledger contains records for income and
    expenditures
    MVN subscriber list
    wildlife records--flora and fauna

13. Photograph (print) MVN
    unidentified black and white Andrew Dixon?
    some colour prints

14. Article: "A Biological Bonanza"
    by Peter Lewington--typed copy

15. Correspondence
    re: final edition of MVN
   .claim for 2 copies of everything published post 1986

17. Photographs
   .identified black and white and coloured photographs

18. London Free Press clipping
   .obituary of John Stevenson Winder

19. MV News & pamphlets

20. Original article plus on Narcisse caption by Alice Gibb


22. Posthumous tributes and biography of John S. Winder
   .final edition MVN--agenda and minutes of the MVN Advisory
     Committee
   .biography of John S. Winder

23. Potential covers ideas
   .correspondence, sketches, subscriptions

24. Negatives
   .labelled: "Gibb Bannockburn--Steve and Janet"

25. MVN--final edition
   .draft copy
Box 15=B 482

Box labelled slides

Box contains:

- 15 unlabelled slide containers with slides
- 36 labelled slide containers with slides
JOHN STEVENSON WINDER PAPERS

Box 16-X1803

1. Folders containing newspaper clippings
   .environmental
   .heritage
   .AIDS subjects

2. Medway Valley Printing
   .Napier Remembered (x2) by Ruth Merride, draft and proof

3. Welsh settlement
   .the Nairn Experience by Steven Winder; draft copy

4. Middlesex County Maps
   .xerox copies

5. Photographs--prints
   .2 copies

Various copies of caliographic printing